Color movement

What I liked about color movement was looking at this thing spin and just stare in the middle and the men told us to look at a steady picture, the picture moved in like waves. It was cool. Also when we looked at the circles in the board they would move when you concentrate at them. And when the men told us to look in the center of the circle, the circle would like start spinning.

What they all showed us was good. They both explained how our brain is just the ones triking us of how the things our moving. they showed us really good examples of what they were talking about. I liked everything they did. It was fun for us looking at something that we didn't know it would move.

I learned that our brain is the only thing triking us when we see those kind of thing on the paper that move. And that no one or something is making those circles move like that. It's our eyes that look and send it to our brain. It's fun learning something that you don't expect it to happen like that.